WORKING,
CONTROLLING &
MANAGING
MAJOR CASES
1

TOPICS COVERED OVER THE NEXT
THREE DAYS

Sins of Supervision
Why Things Go Wrong
Crime Scene Response & Protocol
Law Enforcement Tools & Technology
Investigative Approach To Death
Major Case Coordination
Court Preparation & Testimony
Class Exercises & Cases
2

FOUR AREAS OF
MAJOR CASE MANAGEMENT

¤ Scene

Protection, Control, and
Documentation
¤ Coordination of the Investigation
¤ Competent

Investigators and Procedures
¤ Post Arrest and Trial Activities

3

1

SINS OF SUPERVISION

4

BEING CLOSED MINDED

¨

¨

An open mind
allows creativity
from all of your
employees up and
down the ranks.
Approach all
issues with an
“Open Mind”

5

BEING TWO FACED

¨

¨

This criticism can be
avoided by simply
being honest and fair
with everyone you
deal with.
Your integrity is your
most important asset
you have…
PROTECT IT!!

6

2

BEING
ARROGANT AND EGOTISTICAL
¨

¨

Remember you are
required to be in
command, self assured
and decisive
¤ This alone
sometimes gives the
appearance of
arrogance
Just remember to show
genuine empathy and
compassion
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ABUSING POWER

¨

¨

¨

Power is also
leadership.
Getting others to
do what you want
because they
want to do it.
To avoid the
‘abuse’ label…
be fair to all
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INCONSISTENCY

¨

¨

Poor supervisors
play favorites and
enforce rules
selectively.
You must treat all
officers equally.
Enforce discipline
equally and never
engage in
favoritism.
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3

HOLDING GRUDGES

¨

¨

Problems in police work
are a fact of life.
¤ Organizational
forgiveness is a must
Supervisors who learn
to move beyond
problems are true
professionals.
¤ Those that do not are
often viewed with
contempt
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NOT CARING
ABOUT YOUR PEOPLE
¨

¨

Successful bosses take
care of their people in
every way and with
every opportunity they
have.
Communication and
trust are important –
¤ Keep your people
informed and stay
informed about your
people
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WHAT SINS OF SUPERVISION DO
YOU POSSESS?
¨

¨

¨

From time to
time…Think carefully
about which of these
traits you might
possess, if any.
Think more carefully as
to how better to avoid
them.
Your people know, but
the key is…do you?

12

4

TRUTHS ABOUT MANAGEMENT

l

People don't leave bad jobs. They leave bad
bosses.
l

l

l
l

l

Because they feel undervalued and unappreciated.

Employees need to feel appreciated.
Nothing works better than positive reinforcement.
You need to praise at least three times as much as
you criticize to keep employees happy.

Instead of being quick to criticize, be quick to
point out some of the great things you see
your employees doing.
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IT DOES NOT COST MUCH TO SHOW EMPLOYEES
HOW MUCH YOU APPRECIATE THEM

l

Punish in private; praise in public.
l

l

l
l
l
l

Make the public praise timely and specific.

A personalized thank you giving specifics on
how the employee has helped.
Recognition in meetings.
Remember to cc people’s supervisors.
A random breakfast, lunch, pizza.
Time off.

14

TWO BASIC HUMAN DESIRES

Validation and Appreciation
l People need to feel

like they matter.
want to feel appreciated, respected and
included.

l They

15

5

ANYBODY CAN FIND THE WORST
IN PEOPLE…

l
l
l
l

Choose to see the best in others.
Choose to see what makes them amazing.
Let them know the amazing things you see.
Play to your team's strengths and everyone
wins.

16

THE TWO MOST IMPORTANT WORDS A
MANAGER CAN SAY

Thank You

17

WHY THINGS GO WRONG
¨

¨
¨

¨

¨

¨

The department is not
staffed, trained or
prepared
Moving too fast
Poor Crime Scene
Training & Control
No detective selection
process
No attention to case
loads
The loss or failure to
follow up leads

¨
¨

¨

¨

¨

¨

Ignoring fundamentals
LO/LO - Locking on and
locking out
Inappropriate or lack of
policies
Rivalry or jealousy
between agencies
Political or ranking
officer interference
Poor supervisors and
managers

18
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WHY THINGS GO WRONG
¨

The department is not
staffed, trained or
prepared

19

THE DEPARTMENT IS NOT STAFFED,
TRAINED OR PREPARED
¨

Important Questions are never
considered:
¤Does this department have the
manpower to work this case?
¤Does

this department have the
expertise to work this case?

20

THE DEPARTMENT IS NOT STAFFED,
TRAINED OR PREPARED
¨

The department is not trained or prepared
Budgets are cut and training suffers first.
You can’t see it because it takes place over time.
¤ The results sometimes appear in crippling lawsuits.
¤
¤

¨

Failure to stay current
¤
¤

That’s the way we’ve always done it.
Because I said so.

21
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WHY THINGS GO WRONG
¨

¨

The department is not
staffed, trained or
prepared
Moving too fast

22

MOVING TOO FAST

¨

Charlie Stewart Case – Boston, MA
¤ Locking all resources on one suspect
¤ Failure to follow other leads

23

MOVING TOO FAST

¨

O. J. Simpson Case – Los Angeles, CA
¤ Allowing the media to dictate
investigative and prosecutorial
decisions
¤ Managerial fear

24

8

WHY THINGS GO WRONG
¨

¨
¨

The department is not
staffed, trained or
prepared
Moving too fast
Poor Crime Scene
Training & Control

25

POOR CRIME SCENE TRAINING & CONTROL

Contamination of crime scenes
¨ Poorly documented, photographed
¨ Failure to recognize and follow forensic
evidence procedures
¨

26

WHY THINGS GO WRONG
¨

¨
¨

¨

The department is not
staffed, trained or
prepared
Moving too fast
Poor Crime Scene
Training & Control
No detective selection
process

27

9

NO DETECTIVE
SELECTION PROCESS
¤ How

many of your agencies have a
selection process for assignments such as:
n Homicide

Investigation
n Major Case Unit
n Cold Case Unit
n Sex Crimes Unit
n Special Victims Unit

28

QUALITIES OF A GOOD INVESTIGATOR

Persistence
¨ Patience
¨

¨
¨
¨

¨

Passion
Inquisitiveness
Genuine interest in
people
Mature and professional

29

WHY THINGS GO WRONG
¨

¨
¨

¨

¨

The department is not
staffed, trained or
prepared
Moving too fast
Poor Crime Scene
Training & Control
No detective selection
process
No attention to case
loads

30
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NO ATTENTION TO CASE LOADS

¨

Failure to utilize
and understand
solvability factors

31

SOLVABILITY FACTORS
¨

Surveys have identified important factors that lead
to cases being solved:
Uniform officers were quick to respond, protect the
scene and separate witnesses.
¤ Detectives arrived to conduct interviews and took
charge of the investigation.
¤ Crime scene specialist was called to process scene.
¤ Thorough crime scene examination conducted.
¤

¤
¤

Canvass interviews were conducted.
NCIC and other Criminal history checks were
conducted for victims and suspects.

32

SOLVABILITY FACTORS

¨

The important lesson from this study was
the fact that these solvability factors were
all related directly to the agency itself, and
their response to the scene.

33
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SOLVABILITY FACTORS
Examples:
• Witnesses to crime
• Suspect’s name known
• Suspect’s location known
• Suspect description
• Property can be traced
• Significant modus
operandi
• Suspect vehicle
description/plate number

•
•
•
•
•

Physical evidence
Serology evidence
Fingerprints
Exceptional circumstances
Opportunity for only one
person to commit crime
• Etc, etc, etc…..
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SOLVABILITY FACTORS

¨

Solvability significantly increased when 3-4
detectives were involved in the
investigation – yet no significant value was
noted by adding more for most cases

35

WHY THINGS GO WRONG
¨

¨
¨

¨

¨

¨

The department is not
staffed, trained or
prepared
Moving too fast
Poor Crime Scene
Training & Control
No detective selection
process
No attention to case
loads
The loss or failure to
follow up leads

36
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THE LOSS OR FAILURE TO
FOLLOW UP LEADS

¨
¨

Tunnel vision onto one theory or suspect
Inadequate or no case management
software

37

WHY THINGS GO WRONG
¨

¨
¨

¨

¨

¨

The department is not
staffed, trained or
prepared
Moving too fast
Poor Crime Scene
Training & Control
No detective selection
process
No attention to case
loads
The loss or failure to
follow up leads

¨

Ignoring fundamentals

38

IGNORING FUNDAMENTALS

§

Have computers in patrol cars reduced:
§
§

Officer/civilian contact?
Detective or beat officers knowledge of
bartenders, hookers, cab drivers, the street
people in their zone?

39
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IGNORING FUNDAMENTALS

§

Do officers still:

§

Get out of the cars and shake doors?
Do bar checks?
Utilize FI cards?

§

Patrol systematically unsystematic?

§
§

40

WHY THINGS GO WRONG
¨

¨
¨

¨

¨

¨

The department is not
staffed, trained or
prepared
Moving too fast
Poor Crime Scene
Training & Control
No detective selection
process
No attention to case
loads
The loss or failure to
follow up leads

¨
¨

Ignoring fundamentals
LO/LO - Locking on and
locking out

41

LO/LO: LOCKING ON/LOCKING OUT
¨

¨

¨

Locking on and locking out is a classic disease of
“experienced” detectives.
It is a disease that requires inoculation before
undertaking every case or walking into any crime
scene.
Investigative theories should be formulated on the
evidence.
¤ Good investigators are flexible and are able to back up
when evidence doesn’t fit.
¤ The amateur locks on to the theory and either ignores
the evidence or misinterprets it to fit his theory.

42
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WHY THINGS GO WRONG
¨

¨
¨

¨

¨

¨

The department is not
staffed, trained or
prepared
Moving too fast
Poor Crime Scene
Training & Control
No detective selection
process
No attention to case
loads
The loss or failure to
follow up leads

¨
¨

¨

Ignoring fundamentals
LO/LO - Locking on and
locking out
Inappropriate or lack of
policies

43

INAPPROPRIATE
OR LACK OF POLICIES

§ Police policies provide consistency and
eliminate ambiguity in departmental
practices.
§ They set standards for staff and officers to
follow in the broad variety of situations.
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INAPPROPRIATE
OR LACK OF POLICIES
§ Policies are statements of the department's
principles, and as such should reflect the
community in which the department is
operating.
§ While policies should be clear, their role is to
provide parameters for action, because no one
can ever anticipate the factors of every
situation which will arise in the course of a law
enforcement officer's duties.
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INAPPROPRIATE
OR LACK OF POLICIES

§ Lack of policies on important public issues
results in arbitrary and inconsistent practices
and creates confusion both within the
department and in the public.
§ This can result in a reduction in public
confidence as well as open the department to
legal liability when tragedies or perceived
injustices occur.
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WHY THINGS GO WRONG
¨

¨
¨

¨

¨

¨

The department is not
staffed, trained or
prepared
Moving too fast
Poor Crime Scene
Training & Control
No detective selection
process
No attention to case
loads
The loss or failure to
follow up leads

¨
¨

¨

¨

Ignoring fundamentals
LO/LO - Locking on and
locking out
Inappropriate or lack of
policies
Rivalry or jealousy
between agencies

47

RIVALRY OR JEALOUSY
BETWEEN AGENCIES

The state police mystique
The FBI Mystique
¨ Large agency vs. small agency
¨ We have improved a great deal in this
area
¨
¨

48
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WHY THINGS GO WRONG
¨

¨
¨

¨

¨

¨

The department is not
staffed, trained or
prepared
Moving too fast
Poor Crime Scene
Training & Control
No detective selection
process
No attention to case
loads
The loss or failure to
follow up leads

¨
¨

¨

¨

¨

Ignoring fundamentals
LO/LO - Locking on and
locking out
Inappropriate or lack of
policies
Rivalry or jealousy
between agencies
Political or ranking
officer interference
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POLITICAL OR RANKING
OFFICER INTERFERENCE
¨

High profile cases often create a “Managerial Fear”
which results in inaction or reaction counter
productive to successful case results.
¤ Cases

in which:
intensive media coverage
n Political connections are involved
n Wealth is involved
n Power is involved
n Celebrity is involved
n A child is involved
n There is

¨

All of which add to the pressure placed on the
detectives working the case.
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WHY THINGS GO WRONG
¨

¨
¨

¨

¨

¨

The department is not
staffed, trained or
prepared
Moving too fast
Poor Crime Scene
Training & Control
No detective selection
process
No attention to case
loads
The loss or failure to
follow up leads

¨
¨

¨

¨

¨

¨

Ignoring fundamentals
LO/LO - Locking on and
locking out
Inappropriate or lack of
policies
Rivalry or jealousy
between agencies
Political or ranking
officer interference
Poor Managers and
Supervisors

51
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POOR MANAGERS AND SUPERVISORS

A bad manager can take a good staff
and destroy it, causing the best
employees to flee and the remainder to
lose all motivation.

53

POOR MANAGERS AND SUPERVISORS
¨
¨
¨
¨

¨

¨

Bosses that bully
Bosses that only care about themselves and their own career
Bosses that are cowards and hide behind others
Bosses that drive you mad by trying to tell you how to do your
job in the minutest level of detail
Seeing bad bosses in action can be hilarious but if you are on
the receiving end of a bad boss it is usually no laughing
matter.
Bad bosses cause so much unnecessary stress in the work
place and are a major cause of reduced productivity and
performance.

54
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POOR MANAGERS AND SUPERVISORS
¨

Police management has gone through
several phases:
¤

Hands off management, just get the job done and don’t
cause problems

¤

Micro-management
Partnership management

¤
¨

A strict paramilitary structure

¤

Our challenge:
¤

How to be successful supervisors in these changing
times.
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HABITS
¨

It takes 3 weeks to develop a habit:
¤ Whether
¤ Or

¨

they be Good
whether they be Bad

It takes 6 months AND reinforcement to
change a habit
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LEADING vs MANAGING
¨
¨

¨
¨

Leadership is about influencing people
Management is about maintaining systems and
processes.
A supervisor needs to be both a leader and a manager.
Leadership
¤

Is influence, not just a title

¤

Is a process, not just a promotion

¤

Is an action, not just an office

¤

Involves respect, which is a two way street

¤

Requires responsibility, in good times and bad

¤

Involves delegation, can’t be a one man show

¤

Involves rewards as well as discipline

57
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MANIPULATING OTHERS
¨

There is a fine line between manipulating and
building employees.
¤ Fear

tactics work in the short term but only create
problems later.
¤ Reward tactics can give temporary results but
can also lead to mediocre behavior.
¨

It is best to create a system in which
people develop a good self image and are
allowed to build and grow within the
agency.
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INDICATORS OF
EFFECTIVE LEADERSHIP
¤ An

organization that reflects Morale/Espirit de
Corps through:
n Appearance
n Conduct
n Proficiency
¤ A Disciplinary system that exhibits:
n Little formal punishment
n Follows chain of command
n Prompt response to directions and orders
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DECISION MAKING

¨

¨
¨

¨

Information – Identify the problem and gather
information
Decide – Develop a course of action
Implement – The action and then monitor,
evaluate and adapt as necessary
Learn to think outside the box

60
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DECISIONS

Don’t make them because they are easy
or cheap or popular……
Make them because they are right.
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POOR MANAGERS AND SUPERVISORS

Here the
application of
the 3 F’s apply

Find them
Fix them
Fire them
62

THE REAL THIN BLUE LINE

Evils that befall the world are not nearly
so often caused by bad men,
as they are by good men who are silent
when an opinion must be voiced.

63
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MANAGEMENT
§

A process of:

§

Planning
§ Organizing
§ Coordinating
§ Directing
§ Controlling

Utilizing:
Money
§ Material
§ Manpower
§ Time

§

§

64

MAJOR CASE MANAGEMENT

Case Attention Areas
¤ Scene Protection, Control and
Documentation
¤ Coordination

of the investigation
investigators and procedure
¤ Post Arrest and Trial Activities
¤ Competent

65

CRIME SCENE PROTECTION, CONTROL
AND DOCUMENTATION
¨

¨

¨

¨

¨
¨

Careful approach to the
scene
Secure and protect the
scene
Conduct a preliminary
survey of the scene
Complete a narrative
description of the scene
Photograph the scene
Sketch the scene

¨

¨

¨

¨
¨

Evaluate all forms of
evidence
Conduct a detailed
search for evidence
Collect, preserve and
document the evidence
Make a final survey
Release the scene

66
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DOCUMENTING THE CRIME SCENE

¨

¨
¨
¨

Detailed notes &
complete report
Sketches
Photographs
Video
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CRIME SCENE PHOTOGRAPHY
¨

¨

Very important aspect of
crime scene
documentation
Photographs capture
moments in time
¤ The

camera takes in
everything
¤ Many things not initially
seen are observed later
in the photo

68

CRIME SCENE EQUIPMENT

¨

¨

The most important piece of equipment for
processing a crime scene is the camera
If you only had money to buy one thing
¤ Buy

a good camera
people how to use it
¤ THEN USE IT!!
¤ Train

69
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SCENE PHOTOGRAPHY
¨ Crime

Scene photography can be
broken down to four standard types
of photographs
¤ Long

Range
range
¤ Close up
¤ Close up with Scale
¤ Medium

70

SCENE PHOTOGRAPHY

¨

¨
¨

¨

¨

Work in from the
perimeter
Marks of entry
Tools, weapons,
instruments
The body, clothing,
hands and all trauma
The location of all
evidence

¨

¨
¨

¨

¨

A picture story of how
everything relates
Photo log
“As is” photos vs.
scale
Color vs. black and
white
Follow up photographs

71

VIDEO
¨

¨

Train people how
to use it properly.
Avoid sound.
¤ Background

Conversations.
¤ Audio portion can
be hearsay.

72
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FOCUS 3D LASER SCAN
¨

¨

¨

Scan a crime or
accident scene.
Capture millions of
measurements with
high-resolution,
digital color to
match.
Lightweight, fast,
and surprisingly
easy to use.
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LEICA 3D SCANNER
$150,000 - $320,000
•

•

Death scene investigators have deployed
ScanStations at cold case scenes going back
20-30 years to try and understand what
happened. In New York City, the Office of the
Medical Examiner regularly deploys the
ScanStation for their important work and for
mass casualty training incidents.
Many agencies fund the purchase of their
Leica systems through UASI grants (Urban
Area Security Initiative) FEMA.
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LEICA CRIME SCAN
LASER SYSTEM

LEICA Training
Bob Detwiler
Forensic Science Specialist
Pinellas County Sheriff’s Office,
Florida
727-421-2887

75
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LEICA BLK360 IMAGING LASER SCANNER
•

•
•

•
•

•

The smallest and lightest imaging laser scanner that is
affordable, easy to use, and provides exceptional data
for 3D models.
A single button to control its operation.
Completely wireless with data being transferred via
Bluetooth.
Range of up to 197 feet
Uses integrated thermal camera technology with three
HDR cameras capable of capturing data, thermal
imaging, and visible light imaging.
Accurate within 4mm at 10m or 7mm at 20m
and features 360,000 laser scan points per second.
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LEICA BLK360 IMAGING LASER SCANNER
•

•

•
•

•

The AutoDesk ReCap Pro app
allows scanning in under two
minutes, instant data
availability, and for a 3D
modeler to be obtained in
under 30 minutes.
Height is 6.5 inches and a
diameter of 4 inches.
Weight is 2.2 pounds.
The shell is made of anodized
aluminum.
Powered by a rechargeable
lithium-ion battery.
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APPROACH AND ENTRY
The victim can only be
killed once
BUT
The crime scene can be
murdered 1,000 times

78
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AS AN AGENCY
DEVELOP A CRIME SCENE MINDSET
¨

History has taught us in case after case that:
Physical evidence is the key to the solution of the
crime
¤ Evidence is always there and can be found if the
effort is made
¤ The most important task is to protect the scene
¤

¨

Yet case managers often continue to ignore this
basic truth
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LOCARD’S EXCHANGE PRINCIPLE
Dr Edmond Locard (1877-1966)
“The Sherlock Holmes of France”

"Wherever he steps, whatever he touches,
whatever he leaves, even unconsciously,
will serve as a silent witness against him.
Not only his fingerprints or his footprints,
but his hair, the fibers from his clothes, the
glass he breaks, the tool mark he leaves,
the paint he scratches, the blood or semen
he deposits or collects.”
80

LOCARD’S EXCHANGE PRINCIPLE
Dr Edmond Locard (1877-1966)
“The Sherlock Holmes of France”

“All of these and more, bear mute witness
against him. This is evidence that does not
forget. It is not confused by the excitement
of the moment. It is not absent because
human witnesses are. It is factual
evidence. Physical evidence cannot be
wrong, it cannot perjure itself, it cannot be
wholly absent."
81
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LOCARD’S EXCHANGE PRINCIPLE
Dr Edmond Locard (1877-1966)
“The Sherlock Holmes of France”

“Only human failure to find
it, study and understand it,
can diminish its value."
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YOU HAVE ONE CRACK AT
THE CRIME SCENE

DO IT RIGHT
THE FIRST TIME
83

MANAGERS HAVE A RESPONSIBILITY
TO SET UP UNIFORM RESPONSE PROGRAMS

¨

¨

¨

What are your
agencies policies
and procedures?
How often are they
reviewed?
What is your training
program?

84
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CRIME SCENE ENTRY AND
SEARCH ISSUES

¨
¨

Search Warrants
Search Incidental to an arrest and
protective sweeps

¨

Search by consent
Search by inventory

¨

Search by special circumstances

¨

85
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MINCEY V ARIZONA
We do not question the right of the police to
respond to emergency situations.
Warrantless entries can be made when the
police reasonably believe a person is in
need of aid. Once at a homicide scene, a
prompt search for victims and the killer can
be made and police can seize evidence in
plain view.

87
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FIRST RESPONDER PROGRAMS SHOULD
INCLUDE UNDERSTANDING AND
DOCUMENTATION OF:

Oblique Lighting Techniques
Transient Evidence
Conditional Evidence

88

OBLIQUE LIGHTING

89

TRANSIENT EVIDENCE

¨

¨

¨
¨

Odors - Food,
Cosmetics, Tobacco
products etc.
Temperatures Room, cars,
beverages, body etc.
Imprints/Indentations
Blood and Liquids
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CONDITIONAL EVIDENCE
¨

Condition of doors
and windows

Lights and
switches
¨ Shutters and
shades
¨ Settings on
appliances
¨
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COMMON CRIME SCENE MISTAKES MADE
BY POLICE DEPARTMENTS
¨

The Scene not properly secured.

¨

Too many police officers within the scene perimeter.
Witnesses not identified or kept at the scene.

¨

Poor and incomplete notes.

¨

¨
¨
¨

Improper or no canvass.
Poor quality photographs.
Ineffective or no crime scene policy or procedures related to
planning and training.

All of the above are the responsibility of
management and supervision
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PLAN FOR CONTAMINATION
¨ CRIME

SCENE CONTAMINATORS

¤ Weather

& Environment
& Friends of the Victim
¤ The Criminals & their Associates
¤ Crowds & Gathering Onlookers
¤ Police Officers
¤ Family

93
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WEATHER & ENVIRONMENT
¨

¨

¨

Preplan and equip vehicles with equipment
that allows for reasonable protection of
footwear and tire impressions, etc.
Develop procedure for first responders to deal
with weather issues involving outdoor crime
scenes.
Protect scene from Nature
¤ Weather
¤ Animals
n
¤

Birds

Insects
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FAMILY & FRIENDS OF THE VICTIM
¨

¨

¨

Family and friends can easily contaminate
crime scene by presence alone.
They should tactfully be removed from a
crime scene until necessary
documentation and processing can be
done.
IE: The Ramsey case
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CRIMINALS & THEIR ASSOCIATES
¨

¨

There are times when suspects agree to return
to the scene of a crime for identification
purposes and/or to cooperate in the hope of
gaining leniency.
Never return any suspect to the inside of a
crime scene perimeter until the scene has
been completely documented, processed and
released.
¤ Returning a suspect to a crime scene gives him a
reason for any connecting evidence, that is found,
to be there.
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CROWDS & GATHERING ONLOOKERS
¨

¨

Crowds add to possible contamination
problems at crime scenes.
¤ By their numbers
¤ Souvenir collectors
¤ Additional police officers necessary to control the
scene
¤ Cell phone pictures by onlookers, etc.
Double perimeter these scenes. The outside
perimeter allows a buffer from the edges of the
actual crime scene.
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POLICE CONTAMINATION ISSUES

¨ Police

are often the major
contaminators of the scene
¤ Responding

police are part of the
homicide team and need to
understand:
n What

to do and
important what not to do

n Equally
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POLICE FIRST RESPONDER
CONTAMINATION ISSUES

Don’t touch guns
or other evidence
unless absolutely
necessary for
evidence
protection or
public/officer
safety.
99
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PROFESSIONAL AND COMPETENT
AGENCIES AND OFFICERS:

CAN DO REALLY
DUMB THINGS
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POLICE ALTERED SCENES
¨

Normally we will not get a perfect scene.
¤ It

seldom happens
just have to accept it.

¤ We
¨

It is important that disturbances or
alterations caused by police are correctly
documented.
¤ As

opposed to those caused by an offender or
other visitor.
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ALTERED SCENES
¨

Crime scenes are rarely pristine and
unaltered. The question is:
¤
¤

Was the alteration normal human behavior?
Was the alteration caused by the police?
For a legitimate purpose
Lack of training
n Carelessness
n Inconsequential attitude
n
n

¤

Was the alteration caused by the suspect?
Intentional manipulation
Little or no planning
n Interruption
n Time constraints
n Other
n
n
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ESTABLISH EVIDENCE COLLECTION
PROTOCOL
¨

Fragile evidence
¤ Scene

dynamics influence:

n The

order of collection
n Necessary emergency measures
n Fragile evidence needs to be protected
until your ready or collected as soon as
possible
¤ The

first order of protection is:

n Fragile

evidence
Evidence

n Fungible
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FRAGILE EVIDENCE

¨

Biological
evidence in direct
sunlight
¤ Speeds
decomposition
¤ UV

light
damages DNA
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LAW ENFORCEMENT
TOOLS AND TECHNOLOGY

105
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ViCAP
Violent Criminal Apprehension Program
¨

¨

¨

A nationwide data information center designed
to collect, collate, and analyze crimes of
violence.
Cases examined by ViCAP include:
¤ Solved or unsolved homicides or attempts
¤ Missing persons, where the circumstances
indicate foul play and the victim is still missing
¤ Unidentified human remains where homicide is
known or suspected.
¤ Sexual assault cases.
www.fbi.gov/wanted/vicap
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NATIONAL INTEGRATED BALLISTIC
IDENTIFICATION NETWORK - NIBIN
Digital images of
markings on fired
cartridge cases &
projectiles found on
crime scenes…..
Compared with
earlier entries to
discover the possible
links between
crimes.
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NAMUS - NATIONAL MISSING
& UNIDENTIFIED PERSONS SYSTEM

¨

¨

Unidentified Persons
Database
The unidentified
dead entered by
ME’S and coroners
Search parameters
are
¤ sex, race, distinct
body features and
dental information.

¨
¨

Missing Persons
Database
Information involving
missing persons
NamUs can provide
the ability to print
posters as well as
map travel routes for
searches.

www.NamUs.gov
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FBI CARD TEAMS
Child Abduction Rapid Deployment
¨

¨

¨

¨

CARD Team consists of five teams serving each
region of the country.
Designed to deploy teams of experienced
personnel to provide on-the-ground investigative,
technical, and resource assistance to state and
local law enforcement.
Capable of quickly establishing an on-site
command post to centralize investigative efforts
and operations.
Primarily involved in non-family child abductions,
ransom child abductions, and mysterious
disappearances of children.
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NEXT GENERATION
IDENTIFICATION (NGI)
¨

A redesign of the IAFIS criminal and civil
history repository providing the submission
of:
¤ Finger & palm prints
¤ Booking photos (facial recognition)
¤ Scars and Tattoos
¤ Retinal Scan
¤ DNA genetic profile
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¨

¨

Provides rapid electronic access to transactions from
thousands of reporting businesses including scrap
metal processors, secondhand stores, internet dropoff stores, and pawn shops across the country, as well
as critical information from eBay listings for criminal
investigations.
Cross-jurisdictional reporting and investigation system
solves cases in literally seconds – from burglary to
homicide.
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TARGET
LAW ENFORCEMENT GRANT PROGRAM
Target’s Law Enforcement Grant Program
(LEGP) has awarded more than $3.5
million to law enforcement agencies
across the country.
¨ The program funds equipment, training,
and other agency efforts that enhance
community safety.
¨
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TARGET
LAW ENFORCEMENT GRANT PROGRAM
¨

¨

¨

Target has two fully accredited forensic
laboratories located in Brooklyn Park, MN and
Las Vegas, NV. They have worked with law
enforcement for years to gather & analyze
evidence.
30 percent of the lab’s caseload supports law
enforcement by examinations of evidence from
violent felony crimes at no charge.
Their specific area of expertise is in the area of
Video and Audio enhancement.
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TARGET
LAW ENFORCEMENT GRANT PROGRAM
Target’s Law Enforcement Grant Program
7000 Target Parkway North
Brooklyn Park, MN 55443
800-949-9999
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VALUABLE WEB SITES
¨

WEATHER HISTORY
¤ www.wunderground.com/history/airport/kags/

yymmdd/dailyhistory.html

¨

SATELLITE OVERHEAD PHOTOS
¤ Google

Earth
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ACCURINT FOR LAW ENFORCEMENT
LexisNexis® Accurint®
¨ A direct connection to over 37
billion current public records.
¤ Detect fraud.
¤ Verify identities.
¤ Conduct investigations.
¨

www.accurint.com
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TransUnion / TLOxp
¨

¨

Online database of public and proprietary records
providing information about people, businesses,
assets, and locations.
Quickly and easily search and locate even hard-to-find
people, identify their relatives and associates and see
the interrelationships between them.
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n

Names, aliases, and SSNs
Bankruptcies, foreclosures, liens, judgments, and criminal
history
Current and historical addresses
Phone numbers including listed and unlisted landlines, cell
phones, and utilities data
Relatives, neighbors and associates
Assets including property, vehicles, and more
Licenses including professional, driver’s, and more
Email addresses and social networks
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Thompson Reuters
CLEAR
¨
¨

¨

Locate people, assets, businesses, affiliations, and other crucial
facts
Make connections among individuals, incidents, activities, and
locations
Visualize, detect, and analyze patterns and trends in offenses and
offenders

IT WORKS…
¨ December 2, 2015 San Bernardino mass shooting. CLEAR was the
only database that had the current address on the suspects, which
resulted in police stopping them.
https://www.thomsonreuters.com/en/products-services/legal/corporateand-government-practice/clear.html
http://legalsolutions.thomsonreuters.com/law-products/solutions/clearinvestigation-software
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SPOTLIGHT
SPOTLIGHT CHANGES THE WAY LAW ENFORCEMENT
INVESTIGATES SEX TRAFFICKING.
¨ There are more than 100,000 new escort ads posted every
day, some of these are children.
¨ 3 out of 4 underage sex trafficking victims said they had been
advertised online.
¨ The internet has made it easier for children to be bought and
sold online.
¨ Law enforcement doesn’t have enough time to navigate
the online commercial sex market to find children and
identify their traffickers.
¨ Spotlight takes this massive amount of data and turns it
into an asset for law enforcement.
¨ Spotlight is offered free of charge to law enforcement.

https://www.htspotlight.com
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COPLINK
IBM ® i2 ® COPLINK ® Software

Police software for better information gathering, sharing,
analysis and tactics
¤

Discover investigative case leads by organizing and
providing tactical, strategic and command-level access to
vast quantities of seemingly unrelated data.

¤

Visualize and analyze data on maps through timesequence playback.

¤

Centralize multiple data stores in one system.
Share data with other law enforcement organizations.
Search where and when needed: desk, car or mobile
device.

¤
¤

http://www-03.ibm.com/software/products/en/coplink
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OdY_QUISjzM
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HEXACOPTER BROWARD SHERIFF'S
DEPARTMENT'S EYE IN THE SKY
¨

¨

Unmanned law enforcement drone aircraft
vary widely in size and capability and can be
equipped with high-powered cameras,
microphones, heat sensors, facial recognition
technology or license plate readers.
Law enforcement likes drones because they’re
relatively cheap; they reportedly keep down
the price by cutting fuel and maintenance
costs, as well as reducing manpower.
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RISS SYSTEMS

¨
¨
¨

¨
¨
¨

Information sharing resources
Analytical services
Loan of specialized investigative
equipment
Confidential funds
Training conferences
Technical assistance
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VIRTUAL AUTOPSY
IN FORENSIC MEDICINE
¨

¨

New imaging methods combined with
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) have the
potential to become the main diagnostic tools
in forensic pathology.
To better equip forensic pathologists the NIJ is
funding research and development into the
use of virtual autopsy as a forensic tool
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DNA COLD CASE GRANTS
¨

¨

Several law enforcement agencies and crime labs
across the country have established innovative
programs to review cold cases.
¤ Cold Case Units
¤ Open Unsolved Units
Under this program, the NIJ has funded states
and units of local LE to identify, review, and
investigate "violent crime cold cases" that have
the potential to be solved using DNA analysis and
to locate and analyze biological evidence
associated with these cases.
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DNA COLD CASE GRANTS
APPLYING FOR FUNDING
¨ Funding under this program is available
periodically through a competitive solicitation
process administered by the NIJ.
¨ To apply for this, or any funding from the
National Institute of Justice, you must first
register with the
¨

Office of Justice Programs' Grants
Management System, Grants.gov or both.
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COLD CASE
PLAYING CARDS

www.crimestoppersusa.com
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JOHN DOE WARRANTS
¨

¨

When the name of the individual is not known,
a "John Doe" DNA warrant/complaint may be
filed. The DNA profile of the perpetrator,
provided by the evidence in the investigation,
is used as the unique identifier describing the
defendant, instead of his or her name.
Such a filing prevents the running of the
statute of limitations in serious violent crimes.
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PRODUCT BAR CODES

¨ Utilized

as a tool in many police
property rooms
¨ Utilized in inventory control
¨ Crime scene evidence collection
¨ Track mass produced items from
creation to time placed on shelf.
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NCIC OFF-LINE SEARCHES
¨

¨

¨

The ability to obtain information from the NCIC
databases from a previous inquiry on an
individual, vehicle, weapon or other item of
property.
Place an individual at the scene of a crime or
miles away from the scene.
Substantiate/discredit an alibi and/or track the
route of victims, suspects and witnesses.
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NCIC OFF-LINE SEARCHES

Requests to search the NCIC database
can be made through your Emergency
Communications Center and/or state
NCIC coordinator/office.
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IS THE CALLER THE KILLER?

¨
¨

¨

Homicide calls are unique
They come from stressed people confronted
with urgent life and death situations
They contain important statements that are
least contaminated by that person’s attempt
to conceal the truth.
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IS THE CALLER THE KILLER?

¨

911 calls are recorded and therefore you
have access to a transcript
You have access to both words and the tone of
voice and consequently insight into whether
you may be dealing with an innocent or guilty
caller
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IS THE CALLER THE KILLER?
2011 study of hundreds of 911 callers from
innocent persons and guilty offenders
Tracy Harpster, Deputy Chief (ret)
&
Susan Adams, Phd
Have been involved in over 1,500 cases since
their research, with nearly 100% accuracy.
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IS THE CALLER THE KILLER?
Deputy Chief Tracy Harpster
tracy.harpster@gmail.com
Can assist in your cases.
All he needs is:
• The audio of the call
• Transcript of the call
(with line numbers)

FREE
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ESTABLISH
MAJOR CASE POLICY
¨
¨
¨
¨
¨
¨
¨

Task admission
One entry & exit
Crime Scene entry log
Equipment mandates
Report mandates
Prohibitions
Command Post
Outside the Perimeter
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CRIME SCENE PROHIBITIONS
¨
¨
¨
¨
¨
¨

¨

Toilet
Water or towels
Telephone
Food - drink - gum
Tobacco products
Radio - TV Appliances
CP outside
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MANAGERIAL RESPONSIBILITIES
¨

¨

¨

¨

Ensure that a first responder policy is in place
and that a training and refresher program is in
operation.
Ensure your investigators are being time
conscious as to documentation
Ensure that information is flowing between all
units and personnel involved in the case
Establish policy for changes in shift and
command responsibilities
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THE INVESTIGATIVE
APPROACH TO DEATH

The investigator must have the
ability to properly interpret the
three stories which are always
told in death cases
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THE 3 STORIES TOLD IN EVERY CRIME

What
does
the
body
say?
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Hey, I’m Talking Here.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Medical History
Life Style
Lividity & Rigor
Temperature
Movement
Location
Position
Trauma
Decomposition
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THE 3 STORIES TOLD IN EVERY CRIME

What
does
the
body
say?

What does
the scene
say?
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Don’t forget me.
I have something to add

•
•
•
•
•

What’s Normal?
What’s Abnormal?
Latent Impressions
Blood Spatter
Physical and
Scientific Observations.
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THE 3 STORIES TOLD IN EVERY CRIME

What
does
the
body
say?

What do
the
witnesses
say?

What does
the scene
say?
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UNDERSTANDING THE
HUMAN WITNESS

144
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WITNESSES
¨

One of the keys to solving crimes is
obtained through locating witnesses.

Investigators must seek information from
people.
¨ A single witness may be quite accurate,
but two mutually independent witnesses
decrease the possibility of human error.
¨
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WITNESSES
¨

There is no such thing as a perfect witness.
¤
¤

¨

Many individuals are notoriously poor observers
Others are liars.

Persons sought as witnesses fall into three
general classes:
Victims and complainants
Witnesses who give testimony before a trial or other
legal process.
¤ Those serving only as sources of information.
¤
¤
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CARDINAL RULE OF INTERVIEWING
¨ Let

people talk without interruption
and without writing anything down.

¨

Ask them to tell you what happened in 30
to 40 words.
¤ The

opportunity to evaluate their story without
being distracted by writing.
¤ Helps you formulate specific questions.
¤ Help to identify the type of crime or incident.
¤ Trains you to become a “better listener”
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REMEMBER
The three most important things to
remember and practice with regard to
note taking for investigative report
writing purposes are:
LISTEN first!
Then WRITE!
n CONFIRM what you wrote.
n
n
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TRUTH AND LIES
Two people can see an accident and give
completely different versions of what
happened.
n Perception.
n Influence.
n The

person’s location.
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DEALING WITH PERCEPTION
¨

¨
¨
¨
¨

Position determines perspective or
more simply what you see depends on
where you’re standing.
Mindset
Concentration
Attitude
Bias
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LOCATING AND DEALING WITH
WITNESSES
¨

¨

¨
¨

The task of locating witnesses is important and a
serious effort must be made by the detectives.
It is time consuming to ring doorbells and follow up
witness leads but this an important duty and
responsibility for the detectives. (GOYAKOD)
Failure to locate witnesses is now readily discoverable.
A thorough search for witnesses forestalls an attack by
the defense that the investigator has failed to seek all
the witnesses to the crime and can also protect against
the surprise defense witness.
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TYPES OF WITNESSES

¨
¨
¨
¨
¨
¨

¨

Nearby residents
Users of the thoroughfare
The stores
The bars and restaurants
Business owners and their employees
The shopping centers and the locale of activity
generated by people on errands, at business, etc.
Postal carriers, delivery people (UPS, FedEx), etc.
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DEALING WITH WITNESSES

§
§
§
§
§
§
§

Keep them separate outside the scene
Establish the basic facts
Try to assess credibility
Report all of the conversation
Use cognitive techniques
Test their statements
Re-visit the crime scene
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DEALING WITH WITNESSES
¨

¨
¨
¨

Repeat or rephrase the questions again to
get the desired facts.
Make sure you understand the answers.
Separate facts from inferences.
Summarize and have witness verify
accuracy of the summary.
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THE CANVASS
¨

¨
¨
¨

¨

¨

A witness to the
crime
Motive for the crime
Circumstances
The time of
occurrence
Information about the
victim
Train officers in the
technique

¨

¨
¨
¨

¨

Canvass at the time
of the incident and
follow up at
reasonable hours
Establish a log
Cover everyone
Canvass a second
time
Document non
information
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DEATH BED STATEMENTS
¨ An

exception to the “Hearsay” rule.
¤A statement made by a suspect or a
victim in connection to a crime with
knowledge that he/she is about to
die.
¤Check your state statutes and case
law.
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DYING DECLARATIONS

¨

The person must
believe they are
about to die

The statement
must refer to the
circumstances
¨ The victim must
die (not NH or PA)
¨
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MAJOR CASE
COORDINATION
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COORDINATION RESPONSIBILITIES
¨
¨
¨

Assists with the assignment of personnel
Oversees the control of paperwork
Ensures the fail safe control of lead
assignments

Assists with the screening of all press
release material
¨ Handles administration support
¨

¨

Handles all liaison related activity
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ASSIGNMENT OF PERSONNEL
¨ Establish

command quickly and
ensure everyone knows who is the
primary.
¨ Get lots of people involved quickly.
¤ No

room for ego or cooperation
problems
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REVIEW AND CONTROL
OF PAPERWORK
¨

¨

¨

To be of value, all investigations
must be documented
¤

Paper

¤

Software

¤

Web Based

Orderly flow and direction just
doesn’t happen automatically
Keeping up to date allows prompt
and flexible decision making from
the top
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CONTROLLING LEAD ASSIGNMENTS

¨

Establishes and maintains
the case assignment logs
and master file.
¤

¨

The Murder Book

Establishes and maintains
the case index and cross
checks.
¤
¤
¤
¤

Names
License tags
Address & Phone numbers
Associations
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INVESTIGATION SOFTWARE FOR
IMPROVED CASE MANAGEMENT

163

EVALUATION BEFORE YOU BUY
¨

Consider the cost of the Software

¨

What licenses might be necessary

¨

The size and reliability of the hardware

¨

What about support packages
•

Can improvements be made based on input from
the field?

•

Are the new versions included as developed?

•

The reputation of the manufacturer and seller
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EXAMPLES OF LEAD TRACKING AND
CASE MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE

www.capterra.com
Lists about 200 law enforcement software
products including:
¨ Resolver, Column Technologies, Crime
Center, D3 Incident Management,
Kaseware, Virtual Case Management,
Agnovi, Cisco, Xanalys, etc
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SCREENING MEDIA RELEASES
¨

¨
¨

Major cases receive coverage: Whether it is
good or bad will often depend on prior
planning and your policy in dealing with the
media.
Homicide cases require tight control
Understand that today there are very few
professional journalist…
¤ The

mentality is tabloid and selling papers comes
before the TRUTH!
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CRIME IN OUR LIVES:
DISTORTED OR ACCURATE PERSPECTIVES?

Media has become a blend of distortion
and reality
¨ The focus is shock and/or sensationalism
¨ The mentality is, “If it bleeds, it leads!!”
¨

¨

Only a few percent of all cases get
coverage
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MEDIA COVERAGE

¨

¨

¨

BE PREPARED:
Develop policy that keeps a focus on being
prepared well in advance of the first media
incident call.
Determine policy involving a consistent, fair,
accurate, reasonable and ethical release of
basic information to be given to the press.
Determine in advance who will be speaking to
the press over the course of the case.
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MEDIA POLICY
¨
¨

¨
¨

Develop policy
Establish and train
media relations people Information should
always come from one
source.
Insure officers don’t treat
the media rudely.
Never allow officers to
speculate, theorize, or
make predictions
regarding the case.

¨

¨

¨
¨

¨

Never allow officers to
pose for photos.
Maintain a “news
clipping” file.
Next of kin policy.
Use the media to your
benefit whenever
possible.
Never lie, it only raises a
red flag for the media.
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THE “KEYS” TO THE CASE

Investigative information that is never released to the
press.
Ex: The number of wounds, type of weapon, number of shots,
caliber, etc.

Anything believed by investigators to be important
and known only to the suspect(s) of the crime
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PRESS RELEASE CONSIDERATIONS

What “Keys to the Case” should be
withheld?
¨ Can the information hinder the
investigation?
¨ Will a press release cause a suspect
to flee?
¨
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PRESS INFORMATION
SUITABLE FOR RELEASE

Vital statistics/background of
accused.
¨ The substance of the charges.
¨ Investigating agency(s).
¨ Circumstances surrounding the
arrest.
¨
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PRESS INFORMATION
NOT SUITABLE FOR RELEASE
¨

¨

¨

Statements regarding
character of a
suspect or witness.
Existence or content
of any statement,
admission,
confession or alibi.
Statements about
anticipated testimony.

¨

¨

¨

Any discussion as to
a plea bargain.
The performance or
results of any test.
Any opinions
concerning the
evidence.

You never have to take back
what you don’t say
173

REQUESTING
ADMINISTRATIVE SUPPORT

¨ You

can’t work in the field without
being properly supported and
equipped.
¤ Equipment

and food considerations
¤ Special budget consideration
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LIAISON WITH OTHER AGENCIES
¨

¨

Multi agency investigation
contacts.
Alerts to possible
problems/concerns:
¤ Jurisdictional

Issues
Issues
¤ Political Issues
¤ Friction Issues
¤ Legal

175

WORKING THE CASE
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REMEMBER!!!

¨ The

sin of the
investigator is
not the
unanswered
question,
but rather the
unasked one!
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RUDYARD KIPLING

“I keep six honest
serving men. They
taught me all I knew.
Their names are
What and Why and
When and How and
Where and Who.”
178

INSURE THAT THE FOLLOWING “WHO”
QUESTIONS ARE ANSWERED:
¨
¨
¨

¨

¨

Was the Victim?
Made the report?
Discovered the
crime?
Saw or heard
something?
Had a motive for the
crime?
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INSURE THAT THE FOLLOWING “WHAT”
QUESTIONS ARE ANSWERED:

¨

¨
¨
¨
¨

¨

Action taken by the
suspect?
Do witnesses know?
Evidence is there?
Tools/weapons used?
Knowledge or skill
needed?
Transportation was used?

180
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INSURE THAT THE FOLLOWING “WHERE”
QUESTIONS ARE ANSWERED:

¨
¨
¨
¨
¨

¨

Was Crime Discovered?
Was Crime Committed?
Were Tools/weapons obtained?
Was Victim/Suspect last seen?
Was the Witness when he
made observations?
Did the suspect wait?/Where
will he go?
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INSURE THAT THE FOLLOWING “WHEN”
QUESTIONS ARE ANSWERED

¨
¨
¨
¨

¨

Was Crime Committed?
Was Crime Discovered?
Did the Police Arrive?
Was the Victim last
seen?
Was the Suspect Last
Seen?
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INSURE THAT THE FOLLOWING “WHY”
QUESTIONS ARE ANSWERED:
¨

¨

¨

¨

Was the crime
committed?
Were certain
tools/weapons used?
Were
witnesses/Informants
anxious to talk?
Were
witnesses/Informants
reluctant to talk?
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INSURE THAT THE FOLLOWING “HOW”
QUESTIONS ARE ANSWERED:
¨

¨

¨

¨

¨

Was the crime
committed?
Did the suspect get to
the scene?
Did the suspect leave
the scene?
How did he obtain the
information needed to
commit the crime?
Were the tools/weapons
obtained?
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THE PYRAMID APPROACH TO
HOMICIDE INVESTIGATION
A GOOD FIRST STEP TO
HOMICIDE INVESTIGATION

185

Protection and control

Discovery
of Crime

186
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THE DISCOVERY OF THE CRIME
The departmental response protocol for “Protection
and Control”

¨

¤

Uniform – Supervisory – Crime Scene Evidence Response
– Detectives - Notification of the Prosecutor’s Office

The initial analysis of the scene

¨

¤

Dump site vs. Kill site

¤

How many scenes do I have?

¤

How large is this scene?

¤

How many people do I need now and in the future?

¤

What equipment do I need?

¤

Who needs to be notified?
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NEXT OF KIN CONTACT

§

§

§
§

Never via the
telephone
Note and document
reactions when the
notification is made
Be sensitive but alert
Be careful what is
said…you may be
talking to the killer

§

§

Be truthful to the next
of kin within reason..
Remember the “Keys
to the Case”
Be prepared for
questions:
§ What happened?
§ Did they suffer?
§ How did they die?
§ Who did it?
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Guard
against
LO/LO

Documentation, collection,
motive and theory
Protection and control

Crime scene
work

Discovery
of Crime
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THE CRIME SCENE WORK
¨
¨
¨

¨

¨

The documentation
The collection of evidence
The on scene examination of the body with the
medical examiner (or by his authority)
Inventory of victim’s property (On scene & at medical
examiner’s office)
The secondary analysis
¤

What happened here
n The read of the scene
n The reconstruction

¤

Why did it happen
n The motive
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Guard
against
LO/LO

Cause-Time-Weapons
Witnesses-Suspects
Identification-Reconstruction

The
Investigation

Documentation, collection,
motive and theory

Crime scene
work

Protection and control

Discovery
of Crime
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FIRST
RESPONDING
OFFICERS

HOMICIDE
INVESTIGATION
TEAM

INVESTIGATORS

CSI – CRIME LAB – ME
PROSECUTOR
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ORGANIZING THE INVESTIGATIVE TEAMS

¨

The inside circle of
Investigation

¨

¤ The

Victim and
those persons in the
victim’s inner circle.

The outside circle of
Investigation
¤ The

Crime Scene The leads The follow
up - The evidence
Everything else
involving the case
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INSIDE CIRCLE VICTIMOLOGY
¨

Lifestyle

¨

¨

Employment

¨

¤

Work history

¤

Type of employee

¨

Personality

¨

Friends

¨

¨

Marital status
Domestic partners
Family Members
¤
¤

Ages
Residence (type and
location)

¤

Type

¨

¤

Number

¨

Handicaps
Transportation

¨

Appearance

Income
¤

Amount

¤

Neat

¤

Source

¤

Sloppy
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INSIDE CIRCLE VICTIMOLOGY
¨
¨

¨

Clothing preference
Hobbies, sports and
interest
Preference reading
material

¨

Leisure activities
Daily routine

¨

Alcohol/Drug use

¨

Sexual habits

¨

¨

¨

¨

Education
¤ Major
¤ Year of graduation
¤ Type of student
¤ Extracurricular
activities
Religion and church
attendance
Organizational
memberships
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INSIDE CIRCLE VICTIMOLOGY
¨

Assertiveness

¨

¤ Likely

¨

response to
an approach by a
stranger

¨
¨
¨
¨

Dating habits

¨

Criminal history
Significant events
prior to the crime
Activities prior to the
crime

Likes and dislikes
Preferred hangouts
Significant life
events
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VICTIM RISK ASSESSMENT
¨

HIGH RISK
¤ Life

style
¤ Prostitute
¤ Gang member
¤ Drug

user

¤ Personality
¤ Employment
¤ Residence

¨

MODERATE RISK
¤ Engaged

in an
activity that elevates
her risk level
n Car breaking down
in a bad section of
town
n Exercising poor
judgment
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MOTIVES FOR MURDER
¨
¨
¨
¨
¨
¨
¨

Random and/or predatory murders
Profit and Greed
Affairs of the heart
Anger/Rage
Fear
Revenge
Power
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TOTALITY OF CIRCUMSTANCES

The scene
¨ The body
¨ The witnesses
¨ The history
¨ The autopsy
¨ The toxicology
¨
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Guard
against
LO/LO

Arrest, review,
coordinate

The Case
Preparation

Cause-Time-Weapons
Witnesses-Suspects
Identification-Reconstruction

The
Investigation

Documentation, collection,
motive and theory

Crime scene
work

Protection and control

Discovery
of Crime
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CASE PREPARATION
¨
¨

¨

The arrest of suspect(s)
The review of information making sure the
prosecutor knows everything you know.
¤ What needs to be done?
¤ What are the weak points of the case?
n With the prosecutor, attack your own case and
find the weaknesses.
n Fix them if you can, prepare to defend them if
you can’t
What have we overlooked?
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The
Prosecution

C

Guard
against
LO/LO

Arrest, review,
coordinate

The Case
Preparation

Cause-Time-Weapons
Witnesses-Suspects
Identification-Reconstruction

The
Investigation

Documentation, collection,
motive and theory

Crime scene
work

Discovery
of Crime

Protection and control
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THE PROSECUTION
¨

¨

Establish a liaison between the prosecutor
and all witnesses including police and
civilian
Utilize a case agent concept in court if
your system allows
¤ Usually

a knowledgeable detective that
worked and knows the case but is not being
called as a witness.
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PROSECUTION
CASE
PREPARATION

LOOK AT THE BASE OR
FOUNDATION.
THE MAJORITY OF
CASES THAT GO
SOUTH ARE BECAUSE OF
MISTAKES
MADE THERE.

INVESTIGATION
AND LEAD FOLLOW-UP
THE POST SCENE
INVESTIGATION
THE CRIME SCENE INVESTIGATION
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BASIC TRUTHS
¨

¨
¨

¨

The first few hours of
a major case
investigation are most
critical
Everyone Lies
Coincidence does not
exist
The victim is the only
innocent subject at
the crime scene
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THE PRIMARY

There are people that do things……
and there are people that take the credit.
The trick is to be in the first group…..
there’s a lot less competition
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SELECTING THE PRIMARY

Give them absolute authority to go with
the responsibility

207
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SELECTING THE PRIMARY

¨ They

control the case and outrank
everyone
¨ They present the case for
prosecution
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SELECTING THE PRIMARY
¨ Must

be department oriented

¤ An

extension of the Chief or Sheriff
¤ Have the best interest of the department
at heart
¤ Observe, obey and enforce department
rules
¤ Understand the goals/objectives of the
department and work to maintain them
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SELECTING THE PRIMARY
¨

Have Leadership Qualities
¤ The

ability to influence those around you in
such a way as to achieve the objective by:
n Setting
n Being

examples

proficient

n Taking

responsibility

n Making
n Looking

timely and responsible decisions
to the welfare of your subordinates

n Keeping

subordinates (and bosses) informed
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SELECTING THE PRIMARY
¨

Must be a trainer and developer
Note Individual strengths/weaknesses and determine
training needs
¤ Note squad or unit strengths/weaknesses and
determine training needs
¤ Establish a training program to meet those needs
¤

¨

Must be a planner and a problem solver
¤

Proactive as a planner

¤

Analytical and a decision maker as well as a problem
solver
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CLASSIC BLUNDERS IN
MEDICOLEGAL INVESTIGATIONS
¨

¨

¨

Not working quickly to establish the identity of
the deceased.
Not trying to establish the “time window” of
death as accurately as possible
Failure to:
¤ Reconstruct

the circumstances of fatal injuries

¤ Establish

the type of weapons responsible
¤ Establish factors predisposing the victim to injury
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CLASSIC BLUNDERS IN
MEDICOLEGAL INVESTIGATIONS
¨

Failure to perform a complete and thorough autopsy
protocol
¤
¤

¤

¤
¨

X-rays
No toxicology or failure to save tissue samples for future
toxicology
Failure to examine the brain after a bullet wound to the
heart is found and listed as the cause of death.
Allowing a body to be embalmed before autopsy

There is a very specific protocol that is followed by
competent forensic pathologists and it should not be
bypassed (being cautious, of course, not to fall into a
boiler plate or template mentality)
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CLASSIC BLUNDERS IN
MEDICOLEGAL INVESTIGATIONS
¨

¨

Thinking that a decomposed or mutilated body
is unsuitable for autopsy
Not recognizing or misinterpreting post mortem
changes
¤ Bloating

and discoloration
protrusion, skin slippage, distention of
chest and abdomen
¤ Bloody purging
¤ Ocular
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CLASSIC BLUNDERS IN
MEDICOLEGAL INVESTIGATIONS

¨

The mistake of not examining the body at the
scene
¤ If

the pathologist is unable to report to a scene
then communication between the pathologist and
the scene investigator is paramount but
secondary to them being there

¤ Poor

or incomplete photographs
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CLASSIC BLUNDERS IN
MEDICOLEGAL INVESTIGATIONS

¨

Talking too soon, too much or to the wrong
people
¤ Pressure

from the police, prosecutors, colleagues
or reporters

You never have to take back
what you don’t say
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MANAGEMENT RESPONSIBILITIES
¨
¨
¨

¨
¨

¨

¨

Control the pace of the case.
Utilize all available people.
Ensure investigators are focusing on the evidence &
crime scene.
Ensure complete & thorough documentation.
Ensure communication between investigators and other
essential personnel having a bearing on the case.
Ensure communication with the State Attorney’s Office
and other necessary jurisdictions.
Monitor your people for fatigue.
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FATIGUE
¨ Long

hours of investigation will cause
investigators to become fatigued.
¤ Fatigued

leads to mistakes

¤ Poor

decisions
¤ Bad judgments
¤ Poor collection and insufficient
documentation and data compiled from
scene
218

FATIGUE

¨

¨

Supervisors should monitor the well-being of
their personnel throughout a major case
investigation.
Accordingly, supervisors should prioritize the
investigative steps and ensure that
investigators have sufficient opportunities for
breaks during the day.
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German Philosopher
Friedrich Nietzsche 1844 - 1900

He who fights with monsters
should look that he himself does
not become a monster. When you
gaze long into an abyss the abyss
also gazes into you.
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BURNOUT
¨

Homicide
investigation can
build a callous
around your heart….
The ability to
professionally
detach?
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http://emotionalsurvival.com/
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CRIME SCENE ANALYSIS

¨

Investigative
Experience

¨

Life Experience

¨

Common Sense
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INVESTIGATOR’S RULES
Understand basic facts of major case
investigations:

“There is nothing so bizarre, so painful
or so inhuman that a person will not do
to themselves or to another.”
Captain (ret) Chuck Hemp
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BEHAVIOR

Method and
manner in which
the crime was
carried out relates
directly to the
personality type
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OFFENDER BEHAVIOR

¨

¨

Walk in the shoes of both the victim and the
suspect when analyzing crime scene behavior
Think about
¤ Behavior

prior to the commission of the crime
during the commission of the crime
¤ Behavior after the commission of the crime
¤ Behavior
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BEHAVIOR

¨

There is something
inherent in a
criminal’s mind and
psyche, that
compels him to do
things in a certain
way.
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RIGHT APPROACH
RIGHT QUESTIONS
¨

¨

¨

What happened here?
¤ The read of the scene
¤ The theory
Why did it happen?
¤ The motive
Who was responsible?
¤ The proper attention
and effort to the above
questions will lead you
to this answer
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PHYSICAL EVIDENCE AND FORENSICS

You have a duty to
keep current with
developing CS
technology.
¨ You have a duty to
establish good line
of communication
with the crime
laboratory.
¨
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SOCIAL MEDIA’S
EFFECT ON CASES
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DR. PRAKASH MASAND
PSYCHIATRIST AT DUKE UNIVERSITY
¨

¨

¨

¨

Social networking can be a powerful platform for
violence.
“Facebook is a magnet for people who want to be
recognized for their violence & posting a gruesome
image intensifies the impact of the act. They
victimize not only the victim but all who see the
posting.”
“In the most twisted way, that’s the ultimate form of
grandiosity, posting the bizarre action you
performed for the whole world to see.”
“A picture is worth a thousand words.”
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WHEN MURDER GOES VIRAL
¨

Online confessions are rare, but
accidentally incriminating oneself in a
crime is becoming more common.
¤ Gang

members often boast by posting
photos of drugs and cash.

¤ Online

communications can preserve
evidence of harassment or crimeplotting.
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PERSONALITY DEVELOPMENT

NORMAL – 70%

PERSONALITY
DISORDERS

AFFECTIVE
DISORDERS

12 to 14%

10%

Homicide/Sexual
Psychopath 3% to 4%

Psychotic 2%
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AFFECTIVE DISORDERS

Bi-Polar disorders
Obsessive-Compulsive Disorder
¨ Odd-Quirky Behavior
¨ Schizophrenia
¨ Paranoia
¨ Paranoid Schizophrenic
¨ Hallucinations-Delusions
¨
¨
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PERSONALITY DISORDERS

¨

¨

¨

These are deeply ingrained and inflexible
patterns of behavior.
They are usually recognized by adolescence or
earlier and continue through adulthood.
They become less obvious in old age.
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THE PSYCHOPATH – THE SOCIOPATH –
THE ANTISOCIAL PERSONALITY

They all mean the same thing.
It is what they are
as opposed to what they have!
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THE PSYCHOPATHIC PERSONALITY

¨

¨

They are remorseless, charming and
irresponsible.
They are people who on the surface
appear graced with the most winning
human virtues, yet who embody the
darkest drives and desires.
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THE PSYCHOPATH

Though the sociopath (psychopath)
comprises about 40% of the criminal
population……he is responsible for
80 to 90% of all crime.
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THE PSYCHOPATHIC PERSONALITY
¨

Minimal or no development of the “Super
Ego” and thus no feelings of guilt.

It is the psychopath who commits the
whole gamut of crime.
¨ He cannot form close relationships with
people.
¨ He is impulsively driven.
¨
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THE PSYCHOPATHIC PERSONALITY
REALISTIC VIEW
¤ Parasitic

¤ Unreliable

¤ No

¤ Impulsive

remorse or
guilt

¤ No

Loyalty

¤ Callous

¤ Liar

¤ Cruel

¤ Insincere
¤ Lacks

¤ Egocentric

Emotion
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THE PSYCHOPATHIC PERSONALITY
Cautionary Attributes
¤ Amiable
¤ Manipulative

& Cunning

¤ Convincing
¤ Con Artist
¤ Intelligent
¤ Superficial
¤ May

Charm
Pass Polygraph
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THE PSYCHOPATH

¨ He

fantasizes daily.

¤ The

fantasy becomes a desire
¤ The desire becomes an urge
¤ The urge becomes a compulsion
¨ All

of which drive his behavior
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DIAGNOSTIC AND STATISTICAL MANUAL OF
MENTAL DISORDERS, FIFTH EDITION (DSM-V)
• Adjustment Disorders
• Anxiety Disorders
• Dissociative Disorders
• Eating Disorders
• Impulse-Control Disorders
• Mood Disorders
• Sexual Disorders
• Sleep Disorders
• Psychotic Disorders
• Sexual Dysfunctions
• Substance Disorders
• Personality Disorders
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DIAGNOSTIC AND STATISTICAL MANUAL OF
MENTAL DISORDERS, FIFTH EDITION (DSM-V)

Sexual Disorders
¤ Exhibitionism
¤ Fetishism
¤ Frotteurism
¤ Pedophilia
¤ Sexual

Masochism

¤ Sexual

Sadism
Fetishism
¤ Voyeurism
¤ Transvestic
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ANALYSIS:
UNDERSTANDING THE
CRIME SCENE
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DISORGANIZED CRIME SCENE
¨

¨
¨

¨
¨
¨
¨
¨
¨

A spontaneous crime scene often
evidencing impulsive behavior
Usually a victim of opportunity
Usually there will be considerable
physical evidence found at these scenes
Scene is sloppy
Sudden violence
No restraints
Body left at kill site
No effort to hide body
Weapon of opportunity
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ORGANIZED CRIME SCENE
¨

¨
¨
¨
¨

Crime scene reflects evidence of
planning (a thought process)
Usually with a targeted victim
Crime scene reflects control on the part
of the offender
Usually little physical evidence
Multiple crime scenes
¤

¨
¨
¨
¨

Kill site – Dump site – Conveyance

Demands submissive victim
Often uses restraints
Effort to hide body
Has and keeps weapon
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COURT
PREPARATION
& TESTIMONY
249
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TRIAL SYSTEM IN AMERICA
¨

¨

¨

A court trial in America is not a search for the
truth as one might believe
It is not about truth and has little to do with the
truth
It’s all about CREDIBILITY and who the jury
thinks told the truth
¤ Witnesses
¤ Prosecutors
¤ Defense

attorneys
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EXPERTS

The one thing that an expert can always say with
100% certainty is… “I don’t know”
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PREPARATION FOR TRIAL

¨
¨
¨
¨
¨
¨
¨

Does the prosecutor know everything you do?
Have you reconstructed the event?
Have you used all tools and resources?
Have you prepared officers for trial?
Have you examined the theory of defense?
Have you reviewed all testimony?
Have you reviewed all evidence?
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PREPARATION FOR TRIAL

¨
¨

¨
¨
¨
¨

Have you checked the chain of custody?
Has everything been properly marked and
stored?
Have all examinations been completed?
Are all lab test results back?
What does the victim’s family want?
What do assisting agencies want?
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3 ESSENTIAL QUALITIES
OF AN INVESTIGATOR
¨ Integrity: The quality of being honest
and having strong moral principles; a
personal choice to uphold oneself to
consistently moral and ethical standards.
¨ Credibility: The quality of being
believed or accepted as true, real, or
honest.
¨ Ethics: Rules of behavior based on
ideas about what is morally good and
bad.
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ADMISSIBILITY OF EVIDENCE
¨

Relevance
¤ The

Crime
Crime Scene
¤ The Defendant
¤ The

¨

Identification
¤ Fungible
¤ Non-Fungible
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THE DETECTIVE IN COURT
Four Goals A Detective Should Meet In Court
¨
¨

¨

¨

Tell the truth
Display professional
demeanor
Concentrate and focus on
your case
Display confidence
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COURT TESTIMONY
Walk into that courtroom
wearing your respect and
professionalism
Let that jury see

¨

¨

PRIDE
and

PROFESSIONALISM
257

PROFESSIONAL

“Not a label you give yourself. It’s a
description you hope others will apply
to you.”
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PROMISE YOURSELF

I WILL NEVER BE CAUGHT
UNPREPARED IN THE COURTROOM
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INVESTIGATIVE CRITIQUE

¨

¨

¨

¨

What could we have done
better?
What could we have done
sooner?
Are existing policies
acceptable?
Does a new policy have to
be established?
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THANK YOU
GOOD LUCK!

STAY SAFE!
John Yerardi
yerardij@yahoo.com
603-834-4982
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